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Abstract 
Any domain in C is a domain of holomorphy; this does not hold in higher dimen-
sional C^, n > 2. Smoothly bounded strongly pseudocouvex domains form an 
important class of domains of holomorphy with very nice geometry. In particular, 
there is a unique Kahler-Einstein metric according to Cheng-Yau. The first part 
of the thesis studies this canonical metric. 
The Cheng-Yau metric on a strongly pseudocouvex domain is related to the 
CR geometry on the boundary of the strongly pseudoconvex domain. The second 
part of the thesis studies this relation. 
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The geometry and analysis of one complex variable is surprisingly nice in com-
parison to several complex variables. Immediately relevant to this thesis we cite 
two basic differences between domains in the complex plane C and in higher 
dimensional complex Euclidean space C", n > 2. The first difference is easily 
overlooked in the study of one complex variable. Namely, for any open set D 
in C, there exists some holomorphic function f on D which cannot be extended 
holomorphically across any boundary point of D] in contrast, there exist many 
pairs of open set D C 5 in C" for n > 2, such that any holomorphic function f 
on D extends holomorphically to D. The second difference is that the celebrated 
Riemann mapping theorem, which states that any simply connected open set 
D C C is biholomorphically equivalent to the unit open ball in C, fails miserable 
in C" for n > 2. 
6 
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1.2 Domain of holomorphy 
The first difference naturally leads to the notion of a domain of holomorphy. 
Roughly speaking, a connected open set D C C" is called a domain of holomorphy 
if there exists some holomorphic function f on D which cannot be extended 
holomorphically to any larger open set; thus D is the natural domain of definition 
for such a holomorphic function. The following precise definition excludes even 
functions f with weaker (non-schlicht) holomorphic extensions. 
Definition 1.2.1 A connected open set D in C" is called a domain of holo-
morphy if there exists a holomorphic function f on D such that the following 
condition holds: 
At any boundary point z of D, for any connected neighborhood U of z and 
any connected component C* of 门 Z) there is no holomorphic function g 
on U for which g\c = f\c-
1.3 Strongly pseudoconvex domains 
Interior characterizations as well as boundary characterizations of domains of 
holomorphy axe known. In this thesis, we shall restrict ourselves to strongly 
pseudoconvex domains with smooth boundary in C". There are the most well-
understood class of domains of holomorphy and are defined as follows: 
Definition 1.3.1 A bounded connected open set D C C" is said to have smooth 
(respectively C^, where k is a positive integer，C^) boundary if there 
exists a real-valued function smooth (respectively C^, C°°, C^) on an open 
neighborhood of the closure D of D in C" such that D is given by ip < 0 and 
at every point on the boundary dD of D, dip + 0. In this case, (p is called a 
defining function of D and dD is a C^ real submanifold of domain 2n — 1. 
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At any point p € dD, the tangent space Tp[dD) to dD contains a complex 
subspace 
Hp = {Xe Tp{dD) : iX e Tp{dD)}. 
Multiplication by i defines a real linear map Jp .. Hp — Hp and a bundle map 
J : H H on the subbundle H = [jpedo Hp of the tangent bundle T{dD) such 
that <72 二 一 1. The complexified subbundle / / 0 C of the complexified tangent 
bundle CT{dD) has a splitting 
where 
TJ]； = {Z:Z = x + ijx,x e H}, T^^ = {Z:Z = X- ijx,x e H}. 
In fact, (respectively T忍）is the subbundle over dD consisting of all 
complex vectors of type (1,0) (respectively type (0,1)) in C"' tangent to dD. 
Clearly TJ忍=了石。]^  
Smooth section of the various bundles are regarded as real 
or complex vector fields. 
Definition 1.3.2 The subbundle Tq'^ C CT{dD) is called the induced Cauchy-
Riemann (CR) structure of dD. 
The subbundle H C T{dD) and the bundle map J : H — H is called the real 
representation of the induced CR structure. In the following D is assumed to 
have C°° boundary, unless otherwise stated. 
Observed that for any smooth sections Z,W of Tq^ (respectively T怨),the 
Lie bracket [Z, W] is also a smooth section of Tq^ (respectively Tq^). This is 
referred to as the integrability condition of the CR structure. Consider however 
smooth sections Z of Tjj^ and W of if占.The section [Z,W] of CT{dD) is in 
general not in TG^ 0 T品{= H^C). How much [Z,W] get out of TQ'^ 0 T站 
for sections Z, W of Tq^ is a basic data of the induced CR structure and governs 
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the complex analytic properties of dD. Let Li, • • • , Ln-i be a local frame for 
T忍 and X be a nowhere vanishing section of T[dD) transversal to H. Then 
Li,... , Ln-i, Li, • • • , Ln-i,X form a local frame for CT(dD). For any sections 
Z, ly of T }^^ , let 
__ k-l k-1 _ 
[Z, W] = J2 (kLi + bi工i -\-iC{Z, W)X. 
i=l 1=1 
One checks that since X is real, C{Z, W) defines an Hermitian form on Tq^. 
Definition 1.3.3 C{Z, W) is called the Levi form of dD with respect to the 
local frame Li,Li,X. D and dD are said to be strongly pseudoconvex if the 
Levi form of dD is definite at every point of dD. 
One checks that strongly pseudoconvexity is well-defined, independent of the 
choice of local frames. Taking —X if necessary, it will be assumed that the Levi 
form is positive definite. 
The Levi form can be given in terms of the defining function of D. The trick 
is to use 9 = idp as a differential form acting on £T{dD). By type consideration, 
e annihilates T站.Since = {p = 0}, dp is zero on CT{dD) and 6 = 6. Thus 
6 can be regarded as a real 1-form on dD. Then 6 annihilates Tq^ also. On the 
other hand, dp is assumed to be nowhere zero on dD as a real 1-form acting on 
Cr(Cn). Hence there is a global nowhere vanishing section X of T{dD) such 
that 9{X) = 1. For any sections Z�W of Tj咨，since (9 annihilates T盐 and T忍，9 
acting on [Z,W] yields e[[Z,W]) = iC{Z,W). Then by the formula {de){Z,W)= 
Z{6{W)) — W{6{Z)) — 9{[Z, W]) and properties of exterior derivatives, we have 
C{Z, W) = ide{z,W) = {ddp){z,W), z,W€ t^^. 
Strongly pseudoconvex domains are basic in that every domain of holomorphy 
in C" can be written as an increasing union of strongly pseudoconvex domains. 
Furthermore, strong pseudoconvexity is stable under smooth perturbation of the 
boundary. It turns out that both the strongly pseudoconvex domains and their 
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boundaries carry a natural yet intricate geometry. This has to do with the second 
difference between on and several complex variables mentioned earlier concerning 
the failure of the Riemann mapping theorem. 
The fact that the open unit ball {Z 二 （2^i’... ,Zn) ： + • • • + < 
1} and the open unit polydisc {Z = (zi, • • • ,Zn) ： maxi<i<„ \zi\ < 1} are not 
biholomorphically equivalent was observed by Poincare [Po] in 1907. For a proof, 
one may just compute the corresponding automorphism groups and check that 
they are not isomorphic. It is somewhat surprising that a proof of the fact 
that an ellipsoid {Z = (xi + iyi,…，：+ iVn) ： Yl^iiAjx] + Bjyj) < 1} is 
biholomorphically equivalent to the open unit ball if and only if Aj = Bj for all j 
was given by Webster [We] much later in 1978. His proof uses the Chern-Moser 
invariants obtained in 1974 [CM". 
1.4 Geometry on the boundary 
That there should be invariants among biholomorphically equivalent domains 
and their boundaries was pointed out by Poincare based on a simple count of 
the number of coefficients defining a (germ of) biholomorphic mapping and the 
number of coefficients defining a (germ of) real analytic real hypersurface, the 
former number being much larger than the latter number for high degree terms. 
Poincare's approach of studying boundary invariants under biholomorphic map-
pings was taken up by Elie Caxtan [Cal] [Ca2], who in 1932 gave a complete set 
of local invariants for two strongly pseudoconex real analytic real hypersurfaces 
in C^ to be biholomorphically equivalent. The generalization to C", n > 2, was 
obtained by Chern-Moser [CM] in 1974. Their work revealed a fascinating ge-
ometry with notions of a Cartan connection, curvatures and chains which has 
similarities to real Riemaiinian geometry on the one hand and complex Kahler 
geometry on the other hand. However, this CR geometry on strongly pseudocon-
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vex real hypersurfaces in complex space is very complicated and computation is 
difficult. 
Justification of Poincare's approach of using differential boundary invariants 
requires a fundamental fact, namely, that biholomorphisms between domains with 
smooth boundaries should extend smoothly from the interior to the boundary. 
This fact is proved by Fefferman [Fel] in 1974 by considering the boundary be-
havior of geodesies in the Bergman metric of the equivalent domains. Then, in an 
attempt to redevelop the CR geometry of the boundary dD of a strongly pseu-
doconvex domain D, Fefferman [Fe2] discovered in 1976 a Lorentz metric on the 
trivial circle bundle dD x whose conformal class is a biholomorphic invariant. 
The Lorentz metric was originally defined in terms of the Bergman kernel of D 
which however is not quite computable. Fefferman replaced the Bergman kernel 
by where u is the solution of the Dirichlet problem of a Monge-Ampere 
equation 
J{u) = ( - I f d e t ^ � = l m D 
Vj "Tk) 
u � 0 in D, u 二 0 on dD. 
He found a simple algorithm to get approximate solutions which are sufficient 
to yield the Lorentz metric. Moreover, Fefferman observed that the light rays 
of the conformal class of Lorentz metrics on dD x S^ project down to chains on 
dD. These chains axe biholomorphically invariant curves obtained by Cartan-
Chern-Moser. Earlier, the chains had been compared to geodesies in Riemannian 
geometry. Fefferman found by means of computation of light rays that chains can 
spiral towards a point on dD, rendering the comparison more complicated than 
expected. Thus, the phenomenon unveiled is that through any point p on dD and 
tangent to any direction transversal to Hp, there passes a unique chain; the chains 
are invariant under biholomorphisms and they are projections of nice invariant 
curves on a circle bundle over dD; however, the chains may have bad behavior 
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on dD. 
1.5 Geometry in the interior 
The CR geometry on dD described above surprisingly corresponds to a canonical 
complete Kahler-Einstein metric in D. This happens through a simple formula 
It; = - log w, which transforms the Dirichlet problem of the Monge-Ampere equa-
tion 
J{u) = I in D,u > 0 in D and u = 0 on dD (1.1) 
with the additional condition ((—logu)-j) > 0 in D to the equation 
dei{w-j) = in D, (it;-) > 0 in and ^/； = oo on dD. (1.2) 
Solution w to the transformed equation gives a complete Kahler- Einstein metric 
w-jdz^dz^ in D. Using the continuity method, as in Yau's proof [Ya] of the 
Calabi conjecture, Cheng and Yau [CY] solved the latter equation and obtained 
a unique complete Kahler-Einstein metric on D. In fact, they extended their 
solution to the manifold case and obtained canonical complete Kahler-Einstein 
metrics for complete Kahler manifolds with bounded geometry. The metrics are 
canonical in the sense that any biholomorphism is an isometry. Thus such metric 
can be said to describe invariants of the complex structures of the manifolds. 
In case of strongly pseudoconvex domains D in C", Cheng and Yau solved the 
Dirichlet problem of the Monge-Ampke equation as a corollary of their solution of 
the transformed equation, completing Fefferman's formal power series expansion 
on the boundary dD. Then by careful analysis of the boundary behavior of the 
curvature tensor of the complete Kahler-Einstein metric. Cheng and Yau proved 
the boundary regularity of the solution to Fefferman's Monge-Ampere equation. 
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1.6 Outline of the thesis 
This thesis is a study of the above fruitful circles of ideas. In particular we 
present in details the papers of Fefferman and Cheng-Yau. In chapter 2，we shall 
discuss how Cheng-Yau [CY] related the Kahler-Einstein metric in the interior 
of non-compact complete Kahler manifold to Monge-Ampere equation, their use 
of continuity method in establishing the existence of solution to this equation, 
thereby showing the existence of Kahler-Einstein metric for these manifolds. In 
chapter 3, we shall investigate the method Fefferman [Fe2] developed to find 
approximate solution of Monge-Ampere equation near the boundary of domain, 
how it helps define on the boundary a conformal Lorentz metric, which eases the 




In 1980, Cheng and Yau published a paper on construction of Kahler-Einstein 
metric on non-compact complex manifolds, which is a development on Yau's 
paper investigating the same problem on compact manifolds. They reduced this 
problem into solving an equation, which is equivalent to FefFerinan's equation in 
Fe2. 
For a strictly pseudoconvex domain in C" with smooth boundary, a Kahler-
Einstein metric is given by {u j^) if u is a real-valued function satisfying the equa-
tion 
/ pi2„, \ 
d e t ^ ^ =e("+i)u， (2.1) 
\dz 彻 J \ 1 
and it equals infinity at the boundary. Let v = then it is easy to see that 
VFJ VIVJ 
u-j = — — - + thus by equation (2.1) we have 
1 = 一 det + 等 ) 二 （ - 1 ) � d e t (v,-，) 
\ V V^ J \ •‘ V J 
( n \ / \ V 0 V \ 
= ( - l ^ d e t ViVr = ( - i r d e t ^ . (2.2) 
14 
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/ \ V VJ 
Therefore we obtain Fefferman's equation J{v) := ( -1 ) " det = 1. In 
VijJ 
the next chapter Fefferman's method of getting an asymptotic solution oiJ{v) = 1 
will be studied. His work suggested that the solution should be near the 
boundary. Cheng and Yau solved the equation (2.1) with continuity method, and 
they gave the boundary behavior result to for any (5 > 0. Their proof 
will be discussed in the following sections. 
In this chapter, we adopt the Einstein summation convention. 
2.2 Analysis of the domain 
Let r2 be a C^ strictly pseudoconvex domain in C" where /c > 5, with a C^ 
defining function (p, i.e. Q = {(^ < 0} Let g = 一 log(—(/?). Then g is strictly 
plurisubharmonic and g{x) oo as x ^ dCt, also 
- 1 十 廿 
defines a Kahler metric on Q. Write (g巧)二 (9{])一\ (jP” = 、 师 = 
一 朽 , = Note that 
V if - dip J 
since 
妒） \ V^—kM 乂 
_ r f c . 巧一 約斤 丨 却 丨 _ rfc 
—0.- i •~2 ： ； ~ ^ — Oj . 
(f — dip ^ (p\ip 一 却 ） 
The length of gradient of g is given by 
/ 年 ( - 私 ⑷ ( 号 ） 
1 ( fi , = — V i 巧 + y-i 
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\ 中-dip J 
dip — (p 
As g is an exhausting function, we see that the metric given by (g巧)is complete. 
The Ricci tensor is given by 
<92 
R,j = - - ~ ( l o g { d e t ( g , , ) ) ) . (2.3) 
Now as 
/ / 
det(p-) = - - det ipij ^ 
\ "Pj \ f 
( 1 广 1 (-if 0 � 
十 ; ) d 卞 i 矿 毕 ) 
( 1 广 ( ( 1 o ] f l 0、） 
= — — det _ 
V 力 U a 师)\0 一J ” ) ) 
(1�"+1 -c/W^.I� 
= - - det ^ ^ ^ det((/p,7) 
V W Vv^ i In ) 
/ 1 \ � 
= 一 一 + (2.4) v vv 
the Ricci tensor of (fi, g.j) is 
% = -(n + IJg^j 一 ^^log(det(ip,j)i-cp+\dip\^}). (2.5) 
For the C^ strictly pseudoconvex domain as it is bounded, there exists 
5 > 0 such that at every point B 6 dVL, a ball of radius 6 lies inside Q and 
touches dCl at B. Let J = 1 for simplicity. 
If Zo G n is such that the distance to dft is less than 1, then it is contained 
in a ball of radius 1 touching dQ. Set up a set of coordinates W = (it;^ ... , w^) 
of the ball such that the center is at ( 0 ， … ， 0 ) ， Z q is at (77’ 0 , … ， 0 ) where 1 - rj 
is the distance of ZQ to dQ, and the vector (t,0, • • •，0) is perpendicular to dQ. 
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A biholomorphic map of the ball sending ZQ to the origin is 
鲁 ^ f ^ ’ （2.6) 
where 
, 0 ) ’ (2.7) 
\ u •ln-1 y 
Explicitly it is 
The Jacobian of ^Zo is found to be 
1 2 ) 1 / 2 N 
( l i r ^ ^ 0 (2.8) 
Z \~ -'n-l 
\ 1 — w^ r] / 
with inverse 
/ 1 -W T^] \ 
1 - — (1-^1/2 (9 9) 
(1 - 7y2)i/2 — • 
V (1-772)1/2 丄叫 
^Zo defines a change of coordinates from W = {w^,--- , vf^) to V = •• • , v^). 
Let 0 < i? < 1 be a number. {W : < -R} is an open neighborhood 
of Zo whose image under 少名。is a ball of radius R centered at the origin. It 
will be shown that the derivatives of the new coordinates V are bounded by 
some constant independent of Zq. We begin by estimating the ^^-coordinates of 
{W : I^ZoWl < R}- Expand < R in coordinates, 
/ n \ 
w^  - r)f + (1 - r / 2 ) 亡 < 叫 1 - —12， （2.10) 
so 
w^-7]f < (2.11) 
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Let w^ = x + iy, then {x - iff + < - -qxY + ify"^), i.e. 
(x - 77)2 + (1 - < R\l - rjxf. (2.12) 
As rj^ R^ < 1, we have 
[X 一 77)2 < R\l - rjx)' = R'iil - rf) 一 一 ri))\ (2.13) 
hence 
- 7?|2 < R^ri" 一 77|2 + 277(1 - rf) 一 "I + (1 — " � ) . (2.14) 
Solving the corresponding quadratic equation for \x — we see that 
— "2) + - 々 〒 + 4(1 - 巧2)丑2(1 _ 巧2)2 
H < 2(1 - RW) 
= (2.15) 
Then from (2.12) 
(1 - rfR”y2 < R^^i 一 ^xf = R'{{1 - rf) — ry(x 一 ri)f 
< 2 i ? 2 ( ( i 一 ” 2 ) 2 + 巧 2 ( 2 一 




Using (2.10) we have for i > 1 
(1 一 "2) < |i 一 < l^”|2 二 丑2 1(1 — ”2) — — ”)|2 
= 2 R ' ((1 一 7^2)2 + rj\\x - + 2/2)) . (2.18) 
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Substituting (2.15) and (2.16) into (2.18) we get < co(l - 772)1/2 for some 
constant Cq depending on R only. We conclude that if • • • , w") 6 {W : 
< there is a constant Ci which depends on R only such that 
w ^ g 01(1 — 772)1/2, i > (2.19) 
I飞 • 2 
The functions W\ — 1 and ip agree at the point where the unit ball touches dQ, 
say B. There is a constant C2 such that 
{V{\WF - 1 - C2IP))IB) = 0. (2.20) 
As dQ is compact in C", there is a constant C3 depending only on Q and if such 
that — < Co < C3. Cheng and Yau [CY] claimed that by (2.19) and (2.20) one C3 
can deduce the following inequalities 
W[W)\<c,{\-r^% -772)1/2’ i > i (2.21) 
for ly with I 少 < R, where C4 > 0 is a constant. 
Definition 2.2.1 Let M be a complete Kahler manifold, M is said to have 
bounded geometry of order I if and only if M admits a covering of holomor-
phic coordinate charts {(V, (？；工，.• and positive numbers i?, c，乂 1,... ,Ai 
such that 
1. for any xq e M there is a chart {(V’ (t^...，t;"))} where Xq 6 V, and if d 
denotes the Euclidean distance in v^-coordinates, d{xo, dV) > R, 
2. if we let {g-j) be the metric tensor with respect to the coordinate chart, 
then (Pij) is C,去((％) < < c{6ij), 
3. for any multi-indices a, {3 with |a| + |�| = lo<l, we have 
Prom the above discussion, Cheng and Yau deduced a proposition. 
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Proposition 2.2.1 Suppose is a C � strongly pseudoconvex domain in C". 
Let cp be a defining function of Q and u 6 such that {u-j) > 0. Then 
( n ， - ( l o g ( — + u-j) has bounded geometry of order I. 
Let (M, g j^) be a complete Kahler manifold having bounded geometry of order 
I, and {(V, {v^,.. • ,1；"))} be a family of holomorphic coordinate charts covering 
M which satisfies the 2.2.1 conditions. For any u € C°°(M),0 < k < I, and 
a e (0,1)，define a norm as 
( ( d\o\+\i3\ \ \ 
sup sup Y] =u(z) 
( ^ 1 ‘、 aH+l卢I ( ,、\ 
+ sup � =^u(z) ==w(2 ) • 
dv-dv^ dv-dv^ ” 
Thus {u e C°°} is a normed linear space with respect to |.|&+�. Its completion is 
a Baiiach space denoted by C^'^^(M). 
The generalized maximum principle will be a major tool in the analysis. 
Proposition 2.2.2 Suppose (M, g-j) is a complete Kahler manifold. For any 
X e M, suppose that there exist an open neighborhood D工 of x and a non-
negative function ip^ : D^ ^ R such that D: is compact, = 1 and (p工=0 
on dD^. Also assume that (p工 satisfies the inequalities 工 < c ， < c and 
(cp^j) > —c(gij) where c > 0 is independent of x. 
For a function f on M bounded from above, there exists a sequence {工！} in 
M such that lmif{xi) = sup/, lim|c{f(xi)| = 0 and limsup(fpg(xi)) < 0，where 
the Hessian is taken with respect to {g-j). 
Proof: Let L := sup/. Then L - / > 0 on M. The result is obvious should 
L — / = 0 at some point of M. Suppose not, then L — f > 0 on M. Let the 
sequence {j/t} C M be such that lim f{yi) = L. On Z)^ ' consider the function 
L 一 f L — f L — f L — f — S i n c e — +oo as 工 — a n d ——-> — ^ > 0 on D^S there 
(pyi ipVi ipVi ~ C 
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exists Xi G D '^ such that 
fL - f\ (L- f\ 
fe) = inf . (2.22) 
V f ) DVi [ ipVi 乂 
(L 一 f L — f\ (L — f\ 
Then ~ — (x；) < • • — {yi) = L-f{yi), and considering F log ~~— 
\ 炉、J \ 炉 I J \ F ) 
we have 
l ^ ^ ^ r y j ( 而 ( 而 ) . （2.23) 
For the Hessians, we have 
秘 i H ^ ^ ^ f e ) - •(。). （2.24) 
Since (Fpg(xi)) > 0, 
⑷ ) ^ ( 藥 ⑷ ) • (2.25) 
FVom the inequalities of (p^  we get 
0 < L - f(xi) < c(L - fivi) (2.26) 
\df{xi)\ = \dipy<{x,)\ (x,) < c{L 一 f{y,)) (2.27) 
V f J 
U M < < c{L - (2.28) 
\ _ ) 
• 
We define the Kahler-Einstein metric. 
Definition 2.2.2 A KUhler metric g-j on a manifold M is said to be a Kahler-
Einstein metric if it satisfies R-j = —Kqq on M where R-j is the Ricci tensor 
and K is some real number. 
The method of constructing a Kahler-Einstein metric from a Kahler metric 
is outlined as follows. 
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Let (M, g � ) be a Kabler manifold. Suppose that there exists a real number 
K and a function F on M such that 
Rijdz' gqdz' A c/iJ + ddF, (2.29) 
i.e. Rf^ = —Kg-j + F-j. Suppose that there exists a function u on M such that 
det(绍 + u^ -j) = e^eF (2.30) 
Denote the new metric by g'^  and the corrsponding Ricci tensor by R'^ . 
We have 
52 
” dz彻、^ � ¥ 
二一 仏+ F + (斯)） 
= - 〜 - Ffj + % = + u巧), (2.31) 
so the construction of Kahler-Einstein metric amounts to solving (2.30). The 
condition (2.29) is necessary for such a construction. Also, when M is a bounded 
domain in C", if this metric is to be complete, K can only be positive. We see 
that the k > 4，strictly pseudoconvex domain Q in the last section satisfies 
(2.30), as we applies (2.5) with K = n-\-l and F = -log(det(95ij)(-v? + 
The continuity method is employed to solve the equation (2.30). Let M be a 
complete K^ler manifold with bounded geometry of order k,k > b. Define an 
operator 屯 : — by 
屯 ⑷ = + (2.32) 
The set of functions u each of which defines a complete Kahler metric {g-j + u-j) 
is an open subset U C where 
U = {ue 5知+a(M):去(p,了）< [gfj + < c(p-) for some constant c > 0}. 
(2.33) 
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For any F 6 we want to show that there exists u e U such that 
^'(w) = F. Let C = {t e [0，1]:少(w) = etF for some u 6 U}. It is obvious that 
0 eU hy putting u = 0. We will show that C = [0,1] by proving that it is open 
and closed. 
2.3 Proof of openness 
To show that C is open, we need to show that 屯 is an open map. To apply the 
implicit function theorem for Banach spaces, it is required that the Prechet deriva-
tive of 屯，denoted as 少'，has a bounded inverse. Suppose that F € 
u e satisfies 
= det(对 + � : ) (de t (p � - l e - K " = e 尸 （2.34) 
The Prechet derivative of 屯(ti) is 
(少 ' ( u ) ) � = l i m ——^——— 
=lim 全(dettoj + , + 1 � j K d e t f e州 - V八、 -舰 
- d e t (柯 + u � ) ( d e t ( p � ) ) - i e - K ” 
= e F � - K h ) + (det("�))-ie-Ku + � : + th,j) 
一 det(绍 + u-)) 
= e ^ { - K h ) + ( d e t ( 分 。 E � 产 fdet(p,j + u办卢 ' � 
l < i ' , j ' < n \ 
二 i^/^) + ( d e t ( 斯 E 一 det(柯 
l < i , j < n 
二 eF[A'h - Kh) (2.35) 
where = {gfj + A' is the Laplacian operator associated with the 
metric 免J + i.e. A' = Z g ' 仔 � f - . 
We now show that for any v € 
A'h -Kh = v (2.36) 
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can be solved for h e (?"+� (M) and < c for some constant c 
independent of v. These imply that 少'has a bounded inverse. 
To show the uniqueness of h e C^'^^(M) for (2.36), we only need to check 
that A'h 一 Kh = Q has only one solution /i = 0 in (5人,+a(M). 
u e and equation (2.34) imply that is a complete 
Kabler metric with bounded geometry. We may apply the generalized maximum 
principle in this case. Since h G so is finite, and h is bounded. 
There exists a sequence of points (xi) C M such that limj^oo h{xi) = sup^ h and 
limsupi—oo A'h{xi) < 0. Prom A'h - Kh 二 0 we see that sup^ h<0. Apply the 
above to —h which solves the same equation, we see that inf^ f = — supj^{-h) > 
0, hence h = 0. 
To show the existence of h, let ( � be a sequence of domains in M, Qi C ^i+i, 
Qi M for every i > 1, and U^^ i = M. 
For each Qi, let v G and h^ be the unique solution to 
/S!h!- -Kh'=v ill fii, 
(2.37) 
h' = 0 on dQi. 
F Let F = supf^ . and = h" - —, then 
A'h' -Kh' = v + F>0 in Qi (2.38) 
F 
/ i := 一元 S 0 on dQi, (2.39) 
By maximum principle, sup^. h^  = supj^ . — 芸 ) < 0. Repeat the same rea-
soning for —h\ we get inf^ ^ (^ h} + 芸）> 0, hence sup^ .^ < ^^^ -. 
Applying interior Schauder estimates, it is shown that a subsequence of (/i” 
will converge to some h 6 (5好"(M) which solves (2.36) and that there is some 
constant c independent of v such that ^ 小丨於_2+�. Hence C is open. 
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2.4 Proof of closedness 
We will perform some a priori estimates for the equation 
det(对 + u,.) = e^-e^ det(p,.), (2.40) 
which is defined on a complete Kahler manifold M with Kahler metric {g-j). By 
applying the estimates the closedness of C is proved, u is assumed to be defined 
on the whole of M, and we require that 
二 (仏广〜〉 0 . (2.41) 
The following gives the zeroth order estimate of u. 
Proposition 2.4.1 Under the conditions as above, suppose that he sectional 
curvature of M is bounded from below by some constant and that u is a bounded 
function. Then 
sup < sup |F|. (2.42) 
M K M 
Proof: Applying the generalized maximum principle to u, there exists a sequence 
of points {xk) such that limsiipj^—o©(�7) = 0. So let e > 0 be an arbitrary 
constant, for k sufficiently large we have 
0 < {9ij + u,j){xk) < (1 + (2.43) 
Take the determinants and make use of (2.40), 
(1 + e广 > liinsupeK"(®…F(叫）> (2.44) 
k—^OQ 
Therefore supu < suPmJ- 厂). 
K 
Similarly for - l i , we get a sequence � for which 
0 < {9ij + Uf^  + {-u)i^){yk) < (1 + + (2.45) 
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Thus 
(1 + e广 > liinsupe幻一一尸(拟）> e-sup^Fg/CsupoC-t^ )^  (2.46) 
k—*oo 
implying that sup(-u) < s u 化 H e n c e we get (2.42). • 
Now let R-jfTi be the curvature tensor of M. Take logarithm and differentiate 
(2.40), 
g ydzk 十 g dz厂 oz^ . (2-47) 
Prom g^ g^^ -j = 4 we can derive that ^ = 一夕伍D i f f e r e n t i a t e (2.47) again, 
dzi dzi 
_ g ‘ � ( ^ - B + 炉 M + ’ ） + 一 + 〜 ^ 
+ 众 〜 - 麵 ％ _ g i l i _ dHKu + F) 
+ " dli dzk g dz^dJ^ 一 dzW . (2.48) 
Now compute 
az^dz^ \ dz^dz^ 
= ， — . 楚 , .kid/^ d'u 
dz啦dz嚼 y dzWdz^dl^ ^ dz^ dz'dUd^ 
.fki^dij d^u , � 
Notice that 
〜 一 拟 淚 拟 妃 • 
dg- dg-
Choose a coordinate system so that at a point = 5 小 = - J = 0. Using 
dz尺 dzi 
(2.48), we get from (2.49) 
A'(Aii) = A{Ku + F) + g�、五-i�]i + g'�R郝-R丽 + g〜納.(2.50) 
Choose another coordinate system so that g-j = Sij,u-j = Siju--. Then g'^]= 
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——-~hence for the last three terms of (2.50), 
l+^ii 
- + = - 丑 丽 r l ^ + 
一 " 
_ i (_r> - i^?) o UniUii-Ug) ^ 
- 2 代 + u 洲 + - � " ( 1 + � + u )^) 
- 1 p - ^il? (2 51) 
Putting (2.51) back to (2.50), 
A'(A…二 站u + F) + + 二 
禪 一 + , V w • 
= M K u + F ) + g ' S ' �娜 I + ( i ^ Ran) ( E ^ _ ^ . (2-52) 
Also 
A'u = y = n - T (2.53) 
Let C > 0 be a constant. Then 
+ Ati)) = C^e"^" {g '%uj ) (n + Au) 一 
- C e _ � i ] ( A u ) i U j - C e — + Au) + (2.54) 
The following inequality is a direct consequence of Schwarz inequality. 
Lemma 2.4.1 For ai ,…,a„, . . . , 6„ 6 C, 
n n n n 一 
aibi + + Y^ bibi. 
i=l 2=1 t=l i=l 
As we have assumed that g'^ ^ = 0 for i j , so we can put ai 二 + 
Au)ui,bi = in lemma 2.4.1, and get 
C � ' f j u _ + Auf + >(n + Au){Cg"^Ui{Au)j + Cg,Aa)iUj). 
(2.55) 
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Substituting into (2.54), 
+ Au)) > 一(n + - + Au) 
+ (2.56) 
Putting back into (2.52), 
- 1 2 
-(n + Au)-'g''^{AuUAu)j + A'{Au) > -(rz + Au)"^ J： —— 
i丄十収k 
+ A(Ku + F) + [ - ~ - + (miRao) IE ^ ^ " . 
(2.57) 
For the first and the third terms on the right hand side of (2.57), 
= (n + 練 I f 六 | f ^ ^ ( l + � , ) i / 2 2 
二 • ^ikk'^kik < V 〜以两 (o CO] 
⑷ ( 1 + - (1 + + 〜石)• ) 
Thus we get 
- (n + Aw)-V�Aw)i(A% + A'(Au) 
Applying (2.59) to (2.56) and using (2.53), 
[ 卢 ) \ i,i (丄 + 仰) / / 
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=e-cu (A{Ku + F)- n2 inf R.^ + e"^" inf R翩(y ^ i i i l M ) 
V i 冉 i ^ i VY 1 + 巧7 J 
一 + Au) + Ce-�社{ji + ^u) Y, 
i 1 + 以il 
=e - cu (^AiKu + inf 一 + Au) 
+ (C + i试^iin) + A^) X： Y ^ ^ - (2.60) 
Consider the following inequality, which can be proved by taking power and 
expanding terms 
Prom the equation (2.40), with the assumption on g-j and u�, we see that 
e^ 奸 尸 = d e t ( S i j ) = det((%(l + u^)) = 11(1 + u 办 (2.62) 
i 
Hence from the above inequality, 
1 _J_ -Ku-F 
Y > (n + Au) e n-i . (2.63) 
t 1 + i^i 
Now choose C such that C + infill R.-.^j > 1, then from (2.60) and (2.63) 
A'(e-c"(n + At/)) > e"^" (KAu + AF - n^  inf i ?一 - + Au) 
/ \ „ n Ku+F 
+ ( C + inf + A w ) 口 e - " ^ . (2.64) 
Proposition 2.4.2 Suppose M is a complete Kahler manifold such that its bi-
sectional curvature is bounded from below by some constant —C — 1,C > 0. 
Suppose u and Au are bounded functions on M satisfying (2.40) and (2.41) with 
K > 0. If = Qij + u-j defines a complete Kahler metric on M with Ricci 
curvature bounded from below, then 
- r / A、 f nizl ( 一 。 
supe (n + Aw) < max 3 n sup e n n e n sup inf R-ifi ’ 
M 乂 M 乂 ) 
n-1 (广 nul Ku±F\ 
3 ~ s u p n e " ^ ’ 
M \ / 
\ 
sup - / ^ “一！已仏 • (2.65) 
M ^ V 
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Proof: Since u and Au are bounded, + Aw) is also bounded. So we can 
apply the generalized maximum principle to obtain a sequence {xk) in M such 
that limfc—oo = supj^  and limsupjt—oo 
Au)(xk) < 0. Hence using (2.64), we see that for every e > 0, at all Xk where k 
is sufficient large , 
> e"^" (^AF 一 n^ i.nf - nK^ + {K - + Au)) 
n Cu Ku+F 
> e-c" (^AF - n2 inf R翩-nK) + (K - + Au)) 
_n_ _Ku±F 
+ + Au))^en-ie~ ri-i • 
Let yk ：= + Au))(xk), y ：= sup(e-^"(n + Au)), then 
-H- Ku+F Cu f / \ \ 
y广 1 < (e + (Cn - K)yk + e"^" ( - A i ^ + r? inf + nKjj . 
(2.66) 
Passing on to limit, 
n Ku+F _ Cu Ku+F _nCu ( \ 
y 口 < e n-1 e~^{Cn- K)y-he n-i e � - i A F + n^ inf Rf^^j + nK ^  
(Ku-^F _ Cu \ f Ku+F —nCu \ 
< 2/sup e "-1 e ~ ^ ( C n - K)] sup e n-i |AF - nK\ 
M V / M \ J 
f Ku+F nCu \ 
+ sup inf Run . (2.67) 
M \ 乂 n n n n 
Prom y^ < ay+b-^c, we may deduce that y饥< Say, < 36 or < 3c. 
Hence we have either one of 
n / Ku+F _ Cu \ 
y口 < Zy sup e e 一 [ C n — K ) , 
M \ / 
n / Ku^F _nCu \ 
y口 < 3 sup e e � — i |AF 一 nK\ ’ or (2.68) 
~ M \ J 
n ( Ku+F _nCu \ 
y r ^ < 3 sup e n inf R-j^ j • 
一 M \ 明 J 
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From (2.68) we get the inequality (2.65). • 
Proposition 2.4.1 has provided an upper bound of so proposition 2.4.2 
gives an upper bound of An, which is independent of Vu. 
Next we perform the third order estimate by considering 
5 = (2.69) 
where u^ denotes the covariant derivative of u with respect to the metric {g-j) 
in the k direction. 
Proposition 2.4.3 Suppose M and u are the same as in the last proposition 
2.4.2. Moreover, assume that the curvature tensor and its first covariant derivative 
of (妨）have bounded lengths on M. Suppose that S in (2.69) is bounded and 
there is a constant Ci > 0 such that 
7 ( 9 i j ) < (9iJ + Uij) < ci(对). (2.70) 
Then S is bounded from above by some constant depending on Ci, sup^ 
i:gi�]sFi]F�s, E p ' V ^ F , , ^ ^ , Zg^9^SgidF’�jP;rft, the hounds on the lengths of 
the curvature tensor and its first covariant derivative of ("巧). 
Proof: A long calculation in the appendix A of [Ya] shows that there exist 
positive constants c’ci,c2 depending on the stated quantities in the proposition 
such that 
A'(5 + cAti)>Ci5-C2. (2.71) 
It is given that S + cAu is bounded. Using the generalized maximum principle, 
we get a sequence (x^) in M such that sup^(5 + cAu) = lima；矢—+ cAu){xk) 
and limsupa；广oo + cAu){xk) < 0, thus 
ci sup(5 + cAu) < cicsup Au + C2. (2.72) 
M M 
Since Au is estimated already, we have an estimate of S. • 
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To show the closedness of C, it amounts to proving that if u satisfies (2.40) 
where K > ^ and F E ( 5 左 t h e n 
Mfc+a can be estimated in terms of 
F\k-2+a for k > 5. 
Since u e U, {g-j + u-j) defines a complete Kahler metric on M with its 
curvatures bounded by some constant, the conditions for the three propositions 
in this sections axe satisfied. 
Fix any one point on M. Since {g-j + u-j) > 0 is Hermitian, we can pick a 
particular coordinate system on the neighborhood of M such that (g^j) = {6-j) 
and {g-j + u-j) is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries. Then for each 
1 < i < n, 
9ii + y-ii = I + Ufi < n + ^ sup(n + Aw)"“. (2.73) 
M 
Hence 
{9ij + u j^) < sup(n + Au)gij. (2.74) 
M 
Using (2.73) in (2.40), we have 
/ / \ M j 
(2.75) 
Hence 
+ > (inf (sup(n + (贿). (2.76) 
Cheng and Yau used these two estimates of (p j^ + u^ )^ to obtain the first order 
2 
estimate. Then they got an estimate of XI u巧k ^om that of S in 2.4.3. With 
this they have an estimate of the Lipschtiz constant of the principle symbol of the 
linearized equation of (2.40), which allowed them to apply Schauder estimates to 
complete the proof of closedness. 
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Theorem 2.4.2 Suppose (M, g-j) is a complete Kahler manifold with bounded 
geometry of order k > 5. Then for any K > 0 and F G where 
0 < a < 1，there exists a unique u € satisfying 
detfej + = e^^e^ detfe.), (2.77) 
and 
- i9i3)<i9ij^ '^ij )<c{9ij ) - (2.78) 
Furthermore, if all the data are analytic, so is the solution. 
Corollary 2.4.3 Suppose Q is a C7&+2，k > 5, strictly pseudoconvex domain, 
with C抖2 defining function tp. Let g = - log(—(^). Then for any K > 0, 
F G (5矢-2+a⑴’斯）where a € (0,1)，theie exists a unique u G 
satisfying (2.77) and (2.78). 
Moreover if F e there is a unique function u which is in 
the interior of satisfying 
det(u-) = 
(2.79) 
{u-j) > 0,u = oo on dQ. 
If F is analytic in 17，so is u. 
The uniqueness part is dealt with in the following section. 
2.5 Uniqueness of solution 
We will prove the uniqueness part of theorem 2.4.2. 
Proposition 2.5.1 Suppose (M, g-j) is a complete Kahler manifold with bounded 
geometry of order k, k>b. Suppose u G satisfies -{g{j) < (g^j + u召)< 
c 
c{g(j) for some c�0，and 
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where K > 0, F E Ck-2+a{M), Let v be a C'^ function on M satisfying {g-j + 
v-j) > 0 and 
where F： > F. If K > 0，then u > v; if K = 0, then v — u is subharnionic with 
respect to the LapJacian operator of {g-j + u-j). 
Proof: The tensor {g-j + w-j) defines a complete Kahler manifold with Ricci 
curvature bounded from below. Choose a coordinate system such that g-j = 
Sij, li- = SijU-i. Denote ((p+w)力=(gij+Uij)-\ We have (g+uY^ = Sij(l-hUij)-\ 
then 
— u) 二 -j-v-g-u) = (g + + v^j - gfj - ？i-) 
n _ 
i=l 
> n f n = n ( ; ， + ， ) = , 一 — - n. 
If = 0，then V — u is clearly subharmonic. If �0，the results of [BT] show 
that from the above inequality we will have v — u < so v < u. • 
Corollary 2.5.1 Ifu,v e satisfy (2.77) and (2.78) with K > 0, then 
u 二 V. 
For the case M = a domain in C" and K > n I, there is a better result. 
Namely, we can replace the condition (2.78) on v, which is not easy to verify, with 
p + = 00. Rewrite (2.4) as det(p-) = e("+i)奸"^ ‘，where F' = det((/?-)(-(/?+ 
\dipf) e Then (2.77) becomes 
det((p + = e 购 幻 夕 . (2.80) 
Lemma 2.5.2 Suppose that U e is a domain. Let w, s be two C^ plurisub-
harmonic function on C". Suppose that either w or s is strictly plurisubharmonic 
and det{w-j) > det(5jj) for some K > 0. If for any sequence {xi) such 
that Xi — dU, we have \im{w{si) — s{xi)) < 0，then w < s in U. 
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Proof: Express the following in linearized form 
log(detK7)) - log(det(一) = j : j^{\ogdet{tw,- + (1 - t)s,-j))dt 
=J\tw + (1 - + (1 - t)Si-))dt 
= [ l \ t w + (1 - t)sf) (w - s)巧, (2.81) 
where {tw + (1 — t)sY'^ = {tw^j + (1 — Set (L。）= (fo\tw + (1 -
Then (2.81) becomes 
E L�(w — = 叫 ) d e t ( s , j ) ) + K{w - s) > K{w - s). (2.82) 
L^~defines an elliptic operator in U. Suppose sup— - s)�0，then by 
dz^dz^ 
the assumption we see that the supremum should occur at some interior point of 
U, then there is a contradiction because of (2.82). So sup(i(； - s) < 0, i.e. w < s 
in U, • 
Proposition 2.5.2 Suppose Q, is a C � strictly pseudoconvex domain, where 
k > 5, and ip is a C秘 defining function of Q. Let g = — \og{—(p), K > n + 1, 
and u e satisfies (2.77) and (2.78). Suppose v 6 such that 
(g.j + v-j) > 0, V satisfies (2.77), and g + v = oo on dQ. Then u = v. 
Proof: It has been shown in proposition 2.5.1 that u> v. We will show that 
u—v\ is bounded in Q. g + v satisfies the equation 
det((" + v),j) = e 购+”)eF+�(("+i)-吻， （2.83) 
where we let F' be such that det(p-) = €("+”计尸Let e�0，i/^e = 一 log(-</? + €). 
Then for any real number a, using (2.4) we have 
/ 2 \ 
det (K 一 ah) = e 咖 幻 〜 ( . (2.84) 
\ -ip-\- dip J 
Choose a large a such that for any e £ (0,1), we have 
… 竹 (2.85) 
V M y 
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Then as g > w^ and K > n + 1, 
购-…det(—e - a y > eF+�(时 i -幻 
Since we also have g + v = oo on dfl, thus lemma 2.5.2 says that g-tv >We- a 
for any e G (0,1). Let e — 0 and we get v > —a. Thus \u — z；! is bounded in Q. 
We claim that supf^  {u — v) < 0. If not, apply the generalized maximum 
principle to get a sequence {xk) C Q such that \im{u — v){xk) = supq{u -v) > 0 
and limsup((u — v)ij(xk)) < 0 with respect to (p j^). Hence from (2.77), 
limsup(e^")(xfc) = lim sup(det(p- + 
< liminf(det(^,j + = lim inf (e^^)(2;,-), 
which is a contradiction. Thus supf2(ii — i；) < 0, but u > v, so u = v. 
2.6 Boundary behavior of the metric 
Let Q C C" be a strictly pseudoconvex domain defined by cp, where y? is a C^, 
k > inax(3n + 6,2n + 9), function. The Dirichlet problem 
J{s) ：= ( - l ) "det s SE =1， （2.86) 
where s > 0 on ((— log5)^j) > 0 in Q, s = 0 on dQ, is equivalent to the 
equation det(ij;ij) = e(n+i)叫 as shown in the first section. Fefferman has given a 
method of approximation near the boundary, so that for any 0 < / < n + 1, a 
positive Ck一function 77 can be found on a neighborhood of dQ such that 
J(一—) = 1 +《一⑷ z (2.87) 
for some ^ G C(n). 
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Let w = _ log(—"v?), e^ = J(一t^ c^ )，then det(it;^ j) = w and F are 
defined in a neighborhood of dQ, and w is strictly plurisubharmonic near dQ. 
As w diverges on dQ, it can be extended to a function on again 
called w. Then F is defined on Q and is such that F =《(一</?)�for 
some ^ e C{Q). Also, now 77 € such that w = -log(—77v?). Let 
g — — log(—77), then w�]=p.j — (log 77)^ j.The following equation can be solved for 
u 
+ = e("+i)�-Fdet(ti;i7)’ 
1 (2.88) 
-(^ij) < + Uij) < c{w--), c � 0 . 
C> 
We will begin the study of boundary behavior of u by getting the estimate for 
u and (u-j) near the boundary. 
Proposition 2.6.1 Suppose that, in (2.88), |F| = Then = 0(M). 
Proof: Consider the linearized equation 
(n-hl)u-F = J: ^{\ogdet{Wij + = ^ (J:(w + tufdt) (2.89) 
Let {A^) = [jo{w + tuy^dt). We have the inequality 
(丢 + (1 — t)) (w,^) < + tu-j) < ((1 - t) + tc){w,j). 
Since (f is strictly plurisubharmonic, there exists a constant Ci > 0 such that 
7 E A i l < E < C i E ^'Vij , (2.90) 
and there exists a constant C 2 � 0 such that 
+ > (n+ l ) (n + C2ip). (2.91) 
FVom (2.74) and (2.76), it can be proved that (A力 is uniformly equiva-
lent to we can apply the generalized maximal principle to w + C2V? to 
obtain a sequence (x,) such that l i m i — + � 2的 [工 i ) = supf2(u + C2(p) and 
limsupj_^oo + C2(p)ij(xi) < 0. Thus from (2.91) we have u < C2(— 
Repeat with -u + c评 we get u > C3(—(^ )，so = 0(|(/?|). • 
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Proposition 2.6.2 Suppose that, in (2.88), F e (？ +^“⑴)，|尸丨=0{\(p\), |AF = 
0(|(/?|). Then (n + Au) = n + and g��]u^^ = 0{\ip\). 
Proof: Denote by A' the Laplacian operator with respect to {w-j + u-j). The 
inequality (2.63), with C = K = n 1, says that 
A'(e一奴(n + Au)) > e"" ((n + l)A?x + AF - n^  inf i?丽)-e一以n(n + Au) 
/ \ _n_ (n+l)u+F 
+ (1 + inf Rf^ fiJ + A u ) ^ e ~ n-i 
,-、 = e - " ( n + b.u) 一 ne-" 一 n^e"" (1 + inf + e'^AF 
/ \ _7i_ (n+l)u+F 
+ + inf e - � n + . (2.92) 
Cheng and Yau calculated that 1 + R丽=0(|v?|) for i ^ L Prom the given, 
AF| = •(M) , and the last proposition says that u = 0(\^p\). Prom these we 
deduce that there exists a constant Ci > 0 such that 
A'(e-"(n + Au)) > e—"(n + Aw) - ne—" + cip. (2.93) 
Diagonalize {w(j) and (u j^) with suitable local coordinates so that {wq) = {6ij) 
at a point, and applying the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality and (2.88) to 
(2.93) to get 
+ An)) = "(e—" dei{wij + tx-)) 
/ (n+l)u F \ 
> e - � [ e n - 1 j + c押 > c评 (2.94) 
for some positive constant c^ . As is plurisubharmonic, it can be proved that 
A V > — cV where c ' � 0 is a constant. So for some large constant C3, 
+ Au) + Cs^ p) > 0, (2.95) 
and 
A ' ( e ’ + An) + cs^p) > + Au) - ne"". (2.96) 
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According to (2.95)，e~"(n + Au) + c评 is subharmonic, so its maximum can 
only occur on the boundary. Applying the generalized maximum principle to the 
function e~'"(n + Au) + we obtain a sequence (x^) C which tends to 
such that 
l i m s u p + Au) + C3ip){xk) < 0. (2.97) 
k—oo 
Applying the above to (2.96), and noting that e _ = 1 + we get 
sup(e-"(n + Au) + c^ip) - n < 0. (2.98) 
n 
Then n > + Au) + c^ip, which shows that 
n +Aw = n + 0 (M) . (2.99) 
Also, with the same set of coordinates as in (2.94), 
n ( l + u^) = 奸 F = 1 + 0 ( M ) (2.100) 
i 
since |jP| = Apply the following inequality which is taken from [Ko . 
Proposition 2.6.3 Let n > 2, Xi, • • • , x„ are positive numbers not all of which 
are equal, then 
1 ^EXj - 1 r � 
- - n -
Let oji 二 1 + u^ i, and making use of (2.99) and (2.100)，it can be proven that 
Ufi = 0(|(/p|). Therefore g � � u ^ j w ^ = Ei luaf = C^M). 口 
Proposition 2.6.4 Suppose that, in (2.88)，F € = 
VF| = 0(|v?|). Then = E^'^UiUj = Oifipp, where a < mm(2n + 1,2k). 
Proof: The goal is to show that < with a < min(2n + 1,2k) for 
some constant C > 0. It is achieved by successively using generalized maximum 
Alt 2 
principle on ^ — c(—(/?)". This leads to the computation of 
⑷ 卞 （2.102) 
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which will be carried out in several steps. 
First, calculate 
= 2(n + 1) — 2 Re + w'^w^^Rffi^-jUpU, 
+ E + Y ^ • (2.103) 
Using Schwarz inequality for the last two terms on the right hand side, Cheng 
and Yau proved that 
o 2 - - _ - 1 V' Vw 
E + E ^ 2 v u ' . (2.10句 
Then they deduced from proposition (2.6.2) that 
(1 — ci M'Kw^) < (w''^ ) < ( H - c i \ipf){w^) (2.105) 
for some constant Ci > 0 and 0 < (5 < Together with the result that R 铜 = 
—2 + 0{\ip\), they showed that for some constant C2 > 0, 
> -{n + 1) |Vu|2 - C2 {\ipf). (2.106) 
The next step is computation of A'(—广， 
-A'(-ip)�= - a(a -
= (2.107) 
\ - 中 ^ / 
A V VV 2 To deduce relation between and ——：；~, calculate 
A'p = A ' ( - l o g ( - ( r f ) = 尝 + (2.108) 
Prom (2.105) come 
Mg>n- nc3 (2.109) 




for some constant C3 > 0. Prom these three formulae, 
2 2 
— > + C3 \ipf) - 2nc3 M - — > (n - 1) ^ - Q 广，(2.111) 
—if ip if 
where C4 二 2nc3. Substitute into (2.107), 
= a{-ipy (n - a) ^ - C4 . (2.112) 
V ^ / 
Assume that n — a > 0. We can choose a positive constant C5 sufficiently large 
that 
- a){-ipr + C5 M'n > a{{n 一 + C4) , (2.113) 
and so 
1 / V, 2 \ 
= [ n - a ) ^ - C5 . (2.114) 
2 ip 
\ ^ / 
Let P > 0. Assume that a < n,^ < n + 1. Using the formulae (2.103) and 
(2.107), and the inequalities (2.104), (2.106), (2.111) to obtain 
� ( - � " J 
= i - ^ f (2(71 + 1) 1X^2 
一 2 Re ^ w'^ ^UiFj + ^ w'kiw帝W吨嗣VfUq 
+ X； u/^w�k’iUij + + 2/5 Re 
+ IV f^ AV + PW + |VV|') 
> ( 一 ( ( n + 1) |Vu|2 — 2 Re E 
/ 2 2 
+ + ⑷-卢 ^  ( 1 ” 
(fi 2 yu 
+ - . (2.115) 
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After further calculations, Cheng and Yau were able to show that 
A'(潮 
> + 1-i-njg - - |VF|' -
2 
> i ( n + l + n / ? - - I • 对 ( 1 ) - " - 产， （2.116) 
where Cs, Cg > 0 and the last inequality was obtained with the assumption that 
< n + 1. 
The inequalities (2.114) and (2.116) together give 
A' - � a) >l{n+l + n P - + \a{n 一 a)c(-vp)" 
一 \VFf i-ip)-'-^ - (CC5 + (2.117) 
I f O l a n d 产 , t h e n 
\a{n - a)c(-^r 一 (ccs + > 0. (2.118) 
Assume that S a + p < 2k, then as it is given that = so for 
some e � 0，w e have < 去a(n - a) that is, 
- a ) c (—广 一 、 - 祝 “ > 0. (2.119) 
when \ip\ < e. From the last two inequalities the right hand side of (2.117) will 
一 ( . 
be non-negative as long as c > 1 and p^ < Cq := min e, ( ~ ~ ^ ) . 
一 一 (V 4(c5 + Cg) y j 
We will consider the subset D ：二 {工：0 < S c � } C fi, which encloses 
Vii 2 
a neighborhood of dQ. Choose c sufficiently large that -——^ — < 0 
whenever = Co. 
When 丨 • “ I is bounded, we can apply the generalized maximum principle to 
2 2 
the function j The assumption makes 严 L plurisub-
harmonic, and so it can only take the maximum on dD. If it occurs on {-</? = c � } , 
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•li 2 
then -j J-r < as assumed. Otherwise, there is a sequence (xt) which 
( - f r 
/ y^ 2 \ 
tends to the boundary {(p = 0 } � f o r which lim/t^oo - 7 ~ — c(—(/?)" (xk)= 
2 V (-^r / 
supn - - � � ) , a n d 
(S/u^ \ 
0 > lim sup A' —— 一 c{-ipr M 
1 / • ？ 7 2 \ 
> - ( n + l + n/3-/?2) sup - c { - ipr , (2.120) 
2 D / 
where the second inequality follows from (2.117) of which the right hand side is 
now non-negative. So in either case, we have < c(一(/?)。+卢 on D. 
It is assumed before that a<n, 0<P<n-\-l, and a + p + 6 < 2k. As 
Vuf is bounded, we let = 0, q = ^ and get \Vuf = 0(|(^ |2). Next let /?= 
1 1 
a = min(n 一 /c), and get = 0(|vp|°°), where a � = min(n, k + - ) . Repeat 
Zd ^ 
the procedure to obtain = 0(|(/?|°) for a < min(2n + 1’ 2k). • 
Theorem 2.6.1 Suppose that Q is a strictly pseudoconvex domain in C", defined 
by a Ci function (/?, where I > max{3n + 6’ 2n + 9). Assume that F = 
1 < it < n + 1, f € Cr+a(n)，r>3,0<a<l. Ifu is a solution of (2.88), then 
for p = 0,...，r + 2， 
\DPu\ (x) = (2.121) 
where a < min(2n + 1，2k) and \DPu\ {x) is the length of the p-th covariant 
derivative of u with respect to (-(log(-(^))ij). 
Proof: It is proven that = 0(|(/?广)where a < min(2n+l’ 2k) in proposition 
2.6.4, and |n| = 0(|(^ |) in proposition 2.6.1. Then it can be shown that the 
gradient of u with respect to the Euclidean metric is of the order . Schauder 
theory is applied to (2.89) to obtain the result. 口 
Theorem 2.6.2 Suppose that Q 
is a C^Z 2 max(3n + 6，2n + 9) pseudoconvex 
domain in C". Then there exists a function s e 门 互一"^ (H)，6 > 0, 
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solving the Dirichlet problem (2.86). Furthermore, log sJ^jdz^dzj defines a 
complete KahJer-Einstein metric in ft with Ricci form which equals -(n+1) times 
the Kahler form. Its holoinorphic sectionally curvature approaches - 1 near the 
boundary of H and any biholomorphism of Q is an isometry of this metric. 
Proof: According to Fefferman [Fe2], an rj G 一 一 2 ( n ) , 77 > 0, can be found 
such that w = — \og{—rj(p) gives a complete Kahler metric W(jdz^dz^ in f i Also 
J ( - W ) = 1 + where ^ € Let F = log(l + � - ( ^ T + i ) in 
(2.88), and let u be the solution to (2.88). Put s = -rupe'^, then s satisfies (2.86). 
Prom theorem 2.6.1, = 0(|v?n, where a < n + 1. It follows that 
the complete Kahler-Einstein metric given by — log s has the curvature behavior 
as stated in the theorem. The Euclidean norm of p-th derivatives of u is of the 
order where a < 2n + 1. That s 6 follows from the above. • 
Chapter 3 
Boundary geometry of 
pseudoconvex domains 
3.1 Background 
On the boundary of strictly pseudoconvex domains, a family of curves called 
the "chains", discovered by Chern and Moser [CM], is an important holomor-
phic invariants for real hypersurfaces. However, chains were originally defined as 
solutions to a complicated second order system of differential equations, hence 
making their computations difficult. 
Fefferman [Fel] managed to define a Lorentz metric on the circle bundle of 
the boundary using Bergman kernels, and he obtained the chains as projection 
of light rays on the bundle to the boundary. As the Bergman kernel is unknown 
in general cases, it did not seem to be a feasible option for computation at first 
glance. 
Nevertheless, he [Fe2] discovered that a type of Monge-Ampke equations 
provides solutions that behave like the Bergman kernel, and he developed an 
algorithm of computing the approximate solution, which is good enough to give 
substitute for the Bergman kernel. This is what we shall study in this chapter. 
45 
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3.2 Monge—Ampere equation 
Let D be a strictly pseudoconvex domain in C" defined by > 0} for some 
real-valued function ip. Here we follow Fefferman's notation and change the sign 
of the defining function. Let w be a function defined on a strictly pseudoconvex 
domain D C C". Define function J{u) as 
( _ \ 
J(u) = ( - ! ) " det " " 石 . 
V Uj '^ jk 
The Dirichlet problem is 
{ J(u) = 1 in D , � 
^ � (3.1) 
[u = 0 on dD 
This is a type of Monge-Ampere equation, which has been shown to be equivalent 
to the Monge-Ampere equation in chapter 2 with a change of variable. 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let F : D ^ D be a biholoniorphic map, and let u be a real-
valued function on D. Let u : D ^R be the pull-back ofu defined as 
Then 
刚⑷ =刚师 ) ) . 
If J{u) = 1 then J{u) = 1. 
Proof: Introduce new variables 2,2:0 G C*. Extend u,u to functions 
2 
UiZo,Zir" ,Zn) = |2o卜+1 u{zir- ,2n)’ (3.2) 
~ 2 
C/(20,2i，... = u{Zi , ' " (3.3) 
and lift F to a map T \ C* x D ^ C* x D hy zi, • • • , Zn)=(乏0’ 乏ir..,乏n)’ 
where 
(? i , . . . ,2„ ) = i^ (2:i，...’2„), (3.4) 
乏0 = ^ r- (3.5) 
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Then ^ is a bijective map, since for fixed 21，... 2 „ ， T is linear in 20； and for 
fixed ZQ, T agrees with the biholomorphic map F in variables 2:1, • • • 2；„. As T is 
bijective and holomorphic, it is biholomorphic. 
r - C - f ] 會 ( 3 . 6 ) 
\ dzi / 
Hence det P = —^-=7- det = 1. Now det F 
(口 o … 〜 . . . ’ 知 ） = ^ ^ ( d e t i C . .， ^ ) ’ 彻 , … ’ 知 ) ) 
2 
= T T W ^ 明 21,… 
detF,(2;i，... ’2„ ) 
2 
= (3.7) 
By (3.7) we calculate the complex Hessian (JJ办 
dU _ dU ..d^ 
d'U • 明 ， 、 d ^ U , 竹 ( 、 
_ = g 巧 ⑷ ⑷ ) 瓦 ⑷ . 
Thus ( [ / � • 石 ） =們 贞 a n d 
det(C/j.jt) = (det J " d e t { U j k ) d ^ ) 0 ^ = 开）oT. (3.8) 
Calculate det(t/j-石）in another way, 
"。广 _ " 二 _ ( 减 咖 1 ， . . . ， 〜 ） 
1 — - n 
=(^^+1)2(卻动"+1咖’...，知） 
1 2 
[n + l)^zoZo 
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Uro = = 竊 “ w + M h 
1 - ± - ^ 
1 
= ( 1 1 、一 koh+1 … ’ Zn), (3.10) [n + Ij^o 
= " ^； ^ :。〜击咏， . . . ’ 
(3.11) 
一 1 
� j 石 = = _(勿瓦)"+1以(〜…，之“) 
2 
= 丨 2 ； 0 | ^ 以 , ] ^ ( 2 1 , … ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
SO we have 
= det (打 + 1)2勿之0 丄 [n + 1 ) 2 ^ 
=7"", 1�2 一 det 
= 勿丨 2(-1離1,..•，知)• （3.13) 
Similarly, 
. . . ’ 乏 n ) = ( � ) 2 卻环 ( - i r j ( u ) ( z u …’乏n). (3-14) 
Prom the formulae (3.8), (3.13) and (3.14), it follows that J(u) = J(u)�F. 
Hence if J(u) = 1 in D, then so is J(u). 口 
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Next, we will find a function u on D which approximates solutions of (3.1), 
i.e. u = 0 on dD and J(u) — 1 vanishes to high order at dD. This is done in 
successive steps. 
1 
Assume D = {ifj > Q) with Vil)\dD — 0. We start with u = • 
Then J{u) = 1 on dD because of the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2.1 For any smooth function rj, we have J{r]ip) = Ty^ +iJ(約 wher-
ever ip = 0. 
Proof: Suppose that at a point z, ip = 0. For the case t]{z) — 0，we have 
J W ) = ( - i r d e t f _ 
= ( - l ) M e t f 神 _ +”麵 � 
ynjiJ + rjipj 7]jpp + Tjppj + 7)j析 + rjipjky 
= ( - i r d e t f ' ”如 � 
vpPj + mA + v'^jk - 一 寸”如) 
= ( - l ) " d e t [ � = (3.15) 
If 77(2) = 0，then from (3.15), Jirjip) = 0 = ”“+丄 J(VO. 口 
To improve the approximate solution, suppose that there is an approximation 
by function ip with ^ = 0 at dD, and J(t/；) = 1 + where s < 2. We will 
find a suitable rj such that u = + rjip^ satisfies J{u) = 1 + To find this 
rj, we calculate J(u), 
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二 det _ + + + 咖 一 2 姚 
乂 -{-sip'-'^rjjil^ + s 妙 s-i 办饰 + rjjpps > 
+ W i p s - � - ( 5 - + 1) + � 
+ + s{s - l W — � j t 
= 秘 財 s 七 s r � 题 s ” r ’ 
( \ 
= O i ^ n + (1 + 劝 卜 1 广 + 1 det ^ - + s{s - 1)77(1 + S 7 7 伊 - 办 麵 ， 
'ipj J 
\ 一 � r ] j 如 + y 
(3.16) 
and the determinant in (3.16) can be further simplified as 
, ' h \ det 
ipjk + — 1)7?(1 + + + / 
� ikk - '^{s'ip^'^Vk) 
=det Ijj.^  + s(s 一 1)7/(1 + + 如 
ipj 
\ -^sr-'ipjrfi^-^siP'-^) j 
(lb ^ \ 
= + det k 
\lpj i^jk + 一 1)77(1 + ST?妙s-l)-1 炉 一 如 + s妒-、 
( \ 
= o m + d e t " 1 � V'jfc+s{s - i ) 7 ? ( i + s T j r - ' r ' r - ' ^ j ^ 
V 十对 s - l y ^ j 麵 -似 
(lb \ 
= 0 [ 們 + det 
.中fk + sis — 1 ) 7 7 ( 1 + srnriyY-'i^rh / 
… , 、 h h 麵一咖一 i ) ” ( i +一 s - i ) - i炉 - 1 麵、 
= + det 
V^i % / 
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^ 1p-s{s- 1)77(1 + 麵(1 一 5(5 一 1)7] � 
= + det +s(s - 1)77(1 + 妙S .(1 + 论S - I ) 
V 也. 化 / 
= + (1 - s(s - 1)77(1 + ^ ^ . (3.17) 
Substituting (3.17) into (3.16), 
J(n) = + (1 + s#s-i)n+i (1 一 一 1)^ (1 + s r n l ； 卜 • 
= O W ) + (1 + 功 i l 一 s{s 一 1)77 (f； 功s-i广)炉-1) J⑷ 
\ \m=0 / / 
=0{lP') + (1 + (1 _ _ 1)^ (1 + J � 
= + (1 + ( 1 一 5 ( 5 _ • 
=O W O + (1 + (n + + 0(^25-2)^ (1 _ _ 1)”功s-i) • 
= W ) + (1 + (n + 2 - s)srrips-i + Oiip^ '-^ )) J � 
=0{r) + (E ((n + 2- • 神 s-i 广 + J � 
\m=0 / 
Since = 1 + 。 ( 妒 一 ” , w e can make J{u) = 1 + 0、們 by choosing rj 
with (n + 2 — s)sipps一�=1 - J(ip) + as long as s < n + 1. So we take 
”功s-i = 1 一 / � � • Then u = ip+ = (l + 1 一 / � � � . 
{n + 2-s)s ^ ^ V (n + 2 - 5)sy 
3.3 Differential geometry on the boundary 
For any pseudoconvex domain D�introduce a new variable zq G C* and define 
ud[z) ^ on A (3.18) 
Ud[z, 20) = I勿I击 ud[z) onDx C*, (3.19) 
where Kd{z^w) is the Bergman kernel of D. 
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Suppose that F : D D is & biholomorphic map, and J^ : D x C* D xC* 
is the lifting of F as in the previous section. The transformation law for Bergman 
kernel is 
Kd{z, w) = det F'{z)K^{F{z), F(w)) del (3.20) 
so the functions ud and u-^ satisfy 
UD{Z) = \detF'{z)\^u^(F{z)), (3.21) 
which is the condition in lemma 3.2.1, hence Ud = U^o T. 
Define a metric ds^ = E?’fc=o ^ ^ ^ dzj坑onDxC% and likewise onDxC*. 
Pulling back the metric on D x C* to D x C*, 
. 2 _ ^ (召 2 ( - dTi d^. \\ 
i.m=0 \dzidZm D dZj ^ ) ) 
一 + ( + d'Up dTi J ^ 
- Z ^ Z^ ^ dzjdz^ 
j,k=0 V,m=0 加I加m dZj m / 
= E ff^dz疼 (3.22) 
Then the metric ds"^ = E",fc=o 坑 on D x C* is preserved by 乂 
Expand ds^  with respect to Zq, applying the formulae (3.9)，(3.10), (3.11) and 
(3.12) 
2 2 
2 Zq ZQ ^^ 
ds = , — i � 2 一UDdzod^ + ��—duDd^ 
(n + lyzozo [n + l)2o 
2 
+ 知心。+ E P ^ d z j m . (3.23) 
However, the formula of the Bergman kernel for a domain D is unknown in 
general; but the asymptotic information near the boundary only. Thus we restrict 
dsi to dD X e . 
Since it£> = 0 at the boundary dD, so the first term in (3.23) vanishes. Using 
polar coordinates zq = re*®, then d z � = e访dr + ire^dd. We get on dD x S^  x R+ 
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a metric 
2 _2_ 
rn+i e'^dr + ire'^dQ r^+i _ e'^dr + ire'^dQ 
ds^ = ~—:OUD = + ~ - T O U D ^ 
n + 1 re'^ n+1 re 泊 
2 2 
r ^ ^ (dr . A rn+i (dr . A “ d � � 一 
=——-duD ——idQ + ——-duD —-\-ide + rn+i V —^dzjdzj； 
n + 1 V ^ / n+1 V ^ y j^i ozjdzj^  
-4t (加D + dup dr .duD-duDj 一 d^D , ^^ qu 
=rn+i — I — d e + ^ d z j d m . 3.24 
乂 n + 1 r n + 1 dzjd^ 
For any vector X tangent to dD, {duo + dup^X) = {duD,X) = 0，so that 
the metric (3.24) becomes 
2 / n \ 
ds^  = r ^ ~ ~ - { d u D - duD)de + V i - ^ d z j d T k . (3.25) 
However, this metric is degenerate, since is orthogonal to every vector on or 
召 X <91 X Eliminating the r variable, and restricting the space to dD x 
the new metric is 
ds^ = ^ { d u D - duD)d© + [ ^ ^^dzjd^. (3.26) 
n + 1 么 dzjd^ 
For biholomorphic map F : D — D, recall its lifting to T : C* x D C* xD 
by 
/ 20 \ 
Hzq, . . . , = r, F{Zi, • • • , 2n) . Vdet F ' { z i r " J 
Convert zq 6 C* to polar coordinates, 
/ r \ n r A . ' . ,Zn)= -T；^ — , e - axg(det F'(zu • • • , F{zi, • • • , . 
This leads us to define a lifting of F to dD x S^ by 
T preserves the metric in (3.25), thus F^ preserves (3.26) up to a factor of 
2 
det hence the conformal class of the metric (3.26) is a biholomorphic 
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invariant. It is in fact a conformal Lorentz metric. Here is a lemma concerning 
this special kind of metrics. 
Lemma 3.3.1 If two Lorentz metrics are conformally equivalent, then they have 
the same light rays. 
Proof: Let the Lorentz metrics be 
ds^  = ^ gjk(x)dxjdxk and ds^  = ^(p(x)gjk(x)dxjdxk. (3.27) 
j-k j-k 
The solutions of the Hamiltonian's equation, where the Hamiltonian is H = 
and ( 夕 作 ) = a r e the geodesies of ds"K If if = 0 they are 
called light rays. For the case of ds , the Hamiltonian is iJ = Y^j^k 没“知(工)PjPfc = 
if-^H. 
� 2 
On {H = 0} = {H = 0}, the Hamiltonian equations of ds'^ and ds are 
respectively 
r dxj _ dH 
(3.28) 
dr dxj 
' 色 — 竺 — 一 1 些 
飞二々 ‘ (3 29) 
dpi dH dH 
~ ~ - = = —{p • — 
�dt dxj dxj 
These two are equivalent by changing the clock dr =導. • 
Definition 3.3.2 A chain on dD is the projection from dD x onto dD of a 
light ray of the conformal Lorentz metric (3.26). 
Fefferman asserted that this chain coincides with the chain of Chern—Moser. 
3.4 Explicit calculation of the metric 
In this section, we are going to apply the approximation formula obtained in sec-
tion 3.2 to work out explicitly the conformal Lorentz metric and its Hamiltonian 
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on the boundary. 
Since u(z) transforms like UD[Z) under biholomorphic maps, the above dis-
cussion is valid for u(z) also. The approximation of u{z) near the boundary 
1 
dD suffices for calculating the metric (3.26). Denote ij = v} == ( J � ) 
二 1； (1 + 1-2二(力),and $ = J(V'), 
( - 1 ) ” � 
= det 丄 - T^i^ '^ ' i^pPj + 
= 尘 - i d e t 少 丄 扩 t 始 ’ + 墙 、 
( … 3 一 击 卢 綠 少 、 财 J 
二 det • 一 击 少 歪 讽 + 少论 ) -
- 也 - + 蟲 扩 2 企 ， 沙 + ； 
岭 如 � 
二少一 1 d e t 少 .一丄龟 -乂 .少功)•广；^少歪A-;少-1中开 
r I 
' 岭 机 、 
“ - I d - , 广 击 击 气 - 文 二 务 i t r ' ' 
不 - … （ 如 ) = $ i det 
= $ Met 
^fk) … V o " 开 - 齿 、 少 石 " 
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/ / \ / \ / \ 
= ^ Met I det 
几 + 1 ( 0 - ^ f j j \iPj 
( I ( \ / \-i\ \ 
0 0 W ^ i 1 o j 




/ / / � \ / \-i\\ 
1 ih 0 0 ] hp 11 
二龟-斤冲 1 + � , . i � t r k 
+ (3.32) 
To explicitly work out the metric 
1 71 召 2 ^ 
ds^ 二 {du 一 du)de + ^ -^-^dzjdz^, (3.33) 
71+1 j,k=l C/ZjOZii 
we perform some calculations, taking into account that = Q cm the boundary, 
( ( / / ^ \ / \ -i\ \ \ � 1 ^ 0 0 ] I ih ihr] M l 
du2 二 d 1 + , 广 丄 i、tr 〒 巧 
( 2n(n + l ) ( 卜 — 八 VW I I ) 
=一击功 + Oiip^)) = ^-^dip + 0{ip)=电-細也 (3.34) 
and similarly, 
du^ = ( 3 . 3 5 ) 
also we have, 
SBv? 
( ( I ( \ ( 
1 幼 ( 0 0 W ^ \ 
二 dd 龟 岭 1 + � 
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= + a(少-击)召功 + + 中 - 击 颇 1 
2n{n + 1} 
f [o 0 \ (ip ih\ 
tr 中 外 +OW0 
(、0 - ^''^J^KJ Y^J �FK)； 
少一 ^ ^ _ 一 、 1 “ dib 
= 一 " ^ 丨 抛 树 + _ + � W £ 泰 碑 + 
(FO 0 如 n -
tr ^ (3.36) 
^-'^fk - ['^j ^fk)； 
Substituting into the metric, we get 
„ 一 i JL dib _ 一 
二 + T -{d^ljd^ + d^dip) 
n + 1 ' J•；dzjdzj^  n + 1 � 1 (f \ ( \-i\ <|) 一;m 0 0 \ tkr] -
打 (几 + 1 ) 屯 开 一 少 - 2 少 石 ) 灼 I 
(3.37) 
Since it is a conformal metric, we may multiply it by a factor (n + 1)$(丄)， 
ds^ = -i{dip - dip)de + (n + 1) T i^^dzjdz^ 一 + d^M) 
If \ ( \ -i\ 
1 (O 0 ] ip A^fc \ _ 
+ - tr 洲 洲 . ( 3 . 3 8 ) 
^ i^vo少-1少开一少少石j 
This is the metric formula that we are looking for. 
We start to find the Hamiltonian H. Define in a neighborhood of {(^ = 
0} X C C Cn+i an non-degenerate indefinite metric 
n 
ds^ = -idipdO^ + idQcdip + (n + 1) ip-^dzjdz^ -龟-〜_ + d^dip) 
j’k=l 
/ / � W , , \ -1� 1 0 0 \ hl> -
+ 土 tr … 作 洲 洲 , ( 3 . 3 9 ) 
where Qc is a complex variable of which G is the real part. The metric (3.39) is 
defined on Vi = T{D x C) and agrees with (3.38) when restricted to VQ = T{dD x 
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R). Let I : Vo —>• Vi be the natural injection from VQ to Vi, and Gi : Vf ^ V*, 




The Hamiltonian is a function defined on V q * as H{v*) = V*{GQ^V*). Accord-
ingly, introduce inner products 
{v\ =作0一1 切*) on Vy, (3.40) 
(v\ w*)y. = on V*. (3.41) 
We denote the natural pairing of Vi and V* b y � . , . � . 
Lemma 3.4.1 Ifv*, w* 6 V,* annihilate the real tangent vector i ( —1, 
ydOc dWj 
then {L*V*,L*W*)y, =�z;*’it;*�v,. Specifically, H[L*V*) = 
Proof: Since the functions and z ( 6 c - 0 c ) are constant on dD x R, so dip -dip 
and iidSc 一 两)annihilate Vb = T{dD x R). Hence, i^idip - dijj) = L*(i{dec -
d^)) = 0. To find first let w = w* + a{dip + di；) + P{i{dec - d^)) 
such that Gi^{w*) € Image (t). Then 
{L*v*,i*w*)y. = {L*V*, 
= “ V K r i G r i ^ i T ) 
= 釣） 
To solve for a and set up the equations 
< (3.42) 
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Since ( - = dip - dip, the first equation yields 
=(G^^dt/j + 
二 〈 - 2 佳 - | ： ) , 巧 
/ ( d d \ \ / ( d d \ - \ 
= f e - 厲 ) , � � + a 卜 ( m - M ) , 騎 ) 
二-2•(盖 -A) ’… 
Then = 0, and a can be determined from the second equation 
0 = � i ( d e c - 5 ^ ) , G 7 V ) � 
二〈认dOc 一 + a {iidSc 一 + 8^)) 
={GTHiidOc - 竭 ) ， m * � + a l^i�dBc - 网 , - 2 z ( 去 一 尚 〉 
二� G r i ( i ( d e c — ^ ) ) , w*) + 4a. 
Then Q； 二 - + (Gi\i{dQc - ^^))，w*�. So we have 
{i*v\ i\ w*)y. = {v\ w* + a{dil) + 
• 
So the calculation of the Hamiltonian is reduced to finding G � i . This is 
better than using Gq^ as Gi comes from a Hermitian metric, the matrix of which 
is much smaller in complex coordinates. The matrix of the Hermitian metric Gi 
in coordinates G)。，2:1, • • • is 
' 0 % \ 
{n + 1)% — + i^j^k) + vh柄)’ 
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where 
/ / \ / \ 
- i t r f ( � � 1 ( � 
What remains in this calculation of the Hamiltonian is r一 i. We will express 
it in terms of a matrix 
/ \-1 
少 & = G 吻 . （3.43) 
V - 吻 + 1 ) % / 
Since 
( 0 * \ ( i U o f ) ’ 
i.e. , 
/o ^V ( \ (i \ 
• 麵 二 n + 1 ( A ” ‘ , 
V^ J j^fc； V In J [ {n+l)lnj 
hence 
1 ffo 0 、 广 - 士 、 , (i W 
7 = 土 tr n + 1 {A^') 
^ V yO 一 \ In) \ (n + l)JnJ ； 
. f f i ] fo 0 \ ( � \ 
^ U (n+l)/n； VO V In) ) 
= • (3.44) 
Consider another matrix 
r 卜 ％ ) 
Fo = . 
{n + 1)相 -^"H^jV'fc + ^i^fc)/ 
Let 
1 
(J — 紀 
(0 5诉)’ 
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then 
f 0 iih ] 
To = C* k C. 
Now 
1 (l - i 少-1%� 1 
‘ / 
where <l>o = 0, so 
(ro-i) = c r i (AJ” ( cr ) - i ’ 
(iVLfc = E ( � + - i^-'^mSok) 
Z，m ( \ ( \ 
二 A计-沖 -1 E ^mA^^ Sok + i^ - ' 1 > 7 义 ' � 0 
f \ 
+ Sjo5kO龟^ ^J^mA^"^ 
\hm>l / 
( \ ( \ 
/ \i>l / 
((0 0 \ 
+ SjoSkotT 0 ( 們 . 
Denote the holomorphic tangent space of jD x C by V. Fq and F are Hermitiaii 
forms on V. 
Lemma 3.4.2 Let Fq and T be conjugate-linear Hermitian maps from V to V*, 
with {rv)W = (rov)w + yQ.{v)rt{W), where Q G V*. If for some VQ e V we have 
ro(^ o^) = ^ and QVQ = 0，then for any v*,w* G V*, 
v^T-'w*) = - (3.45) 
Proof: Let v = — ^w*{vo)vo' Then 
Tov + = To{ro\w*) - -yw^Mvo) + - jw*{vo)vo)Q 
= w*- jw*{vo)n + jn{ro\w*))n 
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二 w* — jw*(vo)^ + 7(r>o) ( lV川 
= w*- JW*{Vo)Q + ^W*{vq)Q 
=w*. 
So r-\w*) = rQ^w*) 一 'yw*{vo)vo. Applying v* we get (3.45). • 
Now let vo = = TqVo = (o iij^)- The conditions in lemma 3.4.2 are 
satisfied. For any 0 < j, /c < n, put v = = in (3.45), 
(r-'U = - 7她 0 
- 2 5 ^Ok + I~~J5j0 
1 ((o 0 \ . \ 
少 J勤 � k j / 
Let (工1’...，工 2n-i) be coordinates on dD, and XQ = 0 , and po，…，P2n-i be 
their conjugate momenta. The Hamiltonian on dD x S^ is 
2n-l 
H 二 一、力巧仰. (3.46) 
j,k=0 
Since g^ ^ is independent of xq, XQ is a cyclic variable, and its conjugate momentum 
PQ is conserved. So the Hamiltonian can be written as 
2 n - l / 2 n - l \ 
E + 2po E 9"'{x)Pk + Pl9''{x). (3.47) 
j,k=l \ fc=l / 
Now p,^ = Pxm + Wym： P^;；： 二 -访ym, where 1 < m < n. Assuming 
that — 0, we can use 2/1,0:2,2/2, •• •，2/n as local coordinates of dD, and set 
0x1 
PxQ = pe,Pyo = Pxi = 0. From (3.47), the Hamiltonian for chains is 
H 二 一 ~P z , P x o + 〜‘P x o P z ^ 
j,k>0 ^ ^ 
Pi ((0 0 \ 
n 0 几十1盃 .T— 十 1 屯 少 
V V 少 3k 少2 ^J^kj / 
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= Z ^^^{Pxj + iPyj)iPxk -iPvk) 
j,k<0 
一 M 5 iPxi - iPy/jPTo j + 名 ^ P x o i P x , - iPy^) 
//O 0 ^ 
n 0 几 + 1 少 1 少 . 少 
227 ( \ 
二 Y^ + �Ofek - ipyj - 夸 丨 m E - ipj 
hk<0 少 \k>l,l>0 / 
((o 0 \ 
- ^ t r . . . o ( " ” . (3.48) 
n 0 几 + 1 少-_ + 1 少.少一 � y \ 乂 少少 jk ” k) 
3.5 An example of spiralling chains 
The example below is given by Feffennan. Consider the domain D = {ip > 0} C 
C2，where 
功(21，之2) = 21 + ：^ — + i{zi -
First perform the following calculations as described in the previous sections. 
V^i = 1 + iz^- ,^ <02 二 一石 + -可 ) 4 ^ ’ 
1 - izW, tp2 = -Z2 + 4i{zi -
ipn = 0, ipi2 = 
fe = 2^2 = - 1 + 16z(2I -
( \ 
th 
少= det 功 1 ijj^ j xp迈 
�“02 1p21 
= - 1 6 ^ 4 ^ 2 + 1 — 16z(2i - - + 16i(zi -
>^1 = -164^7 _ leiz^^, 
$2 = -48i(zi - 一 iOz^zf + 112z(2i 一 石u - 112如贸, 
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少IT = 0 , = - 1 1 2 2 2 V - 4 8 2 2 2 ^ , 少 2 T = - 1 1 2 2 2 V + 4 8 I Z L Z F , 
^22 = -1442(2:1 一 — 2O82!石7 + 一 + O⑷. 
Introduce variables y = Im(zi), 22 = re'^. Express the above equations in 
terms of y, r, 6 and consider on the boundary dD = = 0}, we have 
1^ = 1 + ir®, IIJ2 = -zi- 析=\ 一 ir\ ^^ = -22 - Syr^Z2, 
妙iT 二 0, 1^2 = 1P2T = t/；。^  = - 1 一 32^//; 
= 1 + S2yr^ - -
中1 二一I6ri4 - = 96yr% - — 22Ayzl%, 
>^11 = 0, ^12 = -
>^21 = + A8ir%, ^22 = 288yr^ 一 一 IbQSyr^^. 
/ \ 一1 
.. 0 i ih 
Then we find a matrix (A^ ) which is proportional to . Carry it 
out by taking the minors of the matrix, and get 
丨 一 1447^ 14 3i + - + � 
一3i - 96i2/r® 一 9r® -r^ - IGyr® 一 642/V4 ( - 1 - Syr^ 一 ir^ - Uyr巧Z2 . 
、(一127*6 — 12ir ( - 1 - 8双�6 + ir8 + 8i2/—4)习 一1 - —6 � 
We will express the Hamiltonian in terms of y, r, 6. Their conjugate momenta 
are related to Xi^ yi as follows. 
工 + y2Py2 = TP” X2Py2 一 赂 2 = PO, 
MPx2 + 批 2) = m + ipe, vl^ + 
Substituting into the formula (3.48), 
-H = 0{r^)pl + 0{r^)prpy + + 0{r')pr + 0{r^)py + 0{r^) 
+ (r2 + I6yr^)pl + ^ + + lQyr')pePy - Qpype 
+ {I92pepe — 
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Perform the canonical transformation 
r = ]);1丨\ y = -^P'^PsS + Pr = pj/2ps， Py = Pv, 
we get 
H 二 + pg + s2 + 4 + {2pe - 6pe) + 叩;;'(16/ + 
s么 
+ (192p0pe - 432p|)s'). (3.49) 
Lemma 3.5.1 There are infinitely many solution curves for the Hamiltonian 
(3.49) along which +oo (or -oo), whereas s and Ps 
remain bounded. 
Proof: Here is a sketch of the proof. If py is large at t = 0, then the Hamiltonian 
is a slight perturbation of Hq = p^ + s^ + -h (2pe - 6pe). The point of lowest 
S n 2 
potential energy is attained when 已》二 2s ^ = 0, that is at s = 
OS s 
The solutions of Hq has the property that s = periodically with ps > 0. 
From the Hamiltonian H in (3.49), 
Pv 二 S = + + (192p0pe 一 432p|)s^) + 
去(亭)=一 (16s8 + 16pes' + (192卿e - 432p|)5^) + 0(p；'). (3.50) 
Integrate (3.50) between two successive occurrences of s = Ps > 0, then 
the change in 于 is 
0{p：') - f (16/ + 16pes^ + (192層e — 432p|)5^) 
JOne period of motion with Ho^O 
In general, 7 # 0. Thus in every period of time of about the same duration, 
4 
increases by 7 + Hence py � a s t —> +00. 
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Now we consider v. 
d , _3� _3. o -4 • -38H _4 • 
= P ) - ^Vv Wv = Vv 一 ^Pv 卯V 
= + lepes^ + {I92pepe - + 
- + IQpes' + (192p冲e - 432p|)5^) + 0{p：')) 
二 OOO 二 0 ( t ’ . 
Suppose V ^  Voo as t +00, we get 
I ^ W = f J^{ypv')dt = • ( 一 ) 厂 0{t-')dt = 0 ( T - 1 " ) . 
Thus Voo = 0. We then construct solutions in which — 0. 
Set up the initial conditions v = 0,Pv = M ：$> l,s = and suitable Ps 
such that H = 0. Solve the Hamilton's equations, and let time flow backwards 
to t 二 —r(M) when py = X for some very large number X. Prom the above 
estimates, T{M)�M^, p” �（t + 
V = -p” 广 = 0{t + :r(M)-i/4) 
Jt dr 
for - T ( M ) + 1 < i < 0. 
' Shift the origin of time axis to 艺=—T{M) + 1 to obtain initial conditions 
v ^ y P ^ such that the solution of Hamilton's equation satisfies 
\v(t)\ < A{t + l ) - i / 2 ，乂 + 1)1/2 < p々）< � t + 1)1/2, 
(3.51) 
|5(t)| < A \Ps(t)\<A, 
where A is independent of M. Here the estimates for s and Ps result from the 
conservation of energy. The initial conditions v^ ^ p!^ , s ^ ^ p^ < A, hence 
they lie in a compact set [—A, A]^. Select a sequence of {Mk} — 00, so that 
vMk,p!f>%sM\p�all converges to limits v ^ . With this set of initial 
conditions, (3.51) is satisfied for all t > 0 since it is impossible for py to attain 00 
at finite time t. Prom (3.51) we see that pv — 右—+oo as desired. 
The case 7 < 0 is analogous with Pv—* 00, v-^Oast—^ —00. 
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